
 
 

ANIMATION SCRIPT (Grand Finale) 
 

THE THING ABOUT STUFF! 
 

This is world where anything is possible; a playful script guideline incorporating a variety of 
switching/morphing character possibilities as well as vocal assists to aid your sense of play! 

Create unique and interesting musicality’s, dynamics, tones, pitches, speeds, rhythms, emotions 
and expressions. Remember to Color outside the lines and let your characters take control of 

each expression. Slate your audition and HAVE FUN!!! 

 
*MORPH - open with a morphing sound into a dinosaur 

Hey every Dingalingo’s Dinosuaro’s!!!!  
Let’s play ‘The Thing about STUFF’!!??? 

 
*MORPH - create a morphing sound for each transition, morph into a Poo Emoji 

(excited gulp) OHHH! OK Stinky…give me your Pinky salute… 
Toot, to-too-toot-toot!  Aaaaand GO… Goblin STUFF… 

 
* MORPH into a GOBLIN 

If a puff was a muff 
And a duff was ‘no guff’ 

(laughing) GOOO Fairy STUFF… 
 

* MORPH into a FAIRY 
Is it really that Rough 

To be part of the Bluff? (screams of delight) 
 

* MORPH into a goat-BAAAH) GOOO Goat STUFF… 
(fart mouth noise / raspberry) 
It’s all about the STUFF!  

GOOO Evil Queen/King STUFF… 
 

*MORPH into Evil Queen or King 
It’s ALL about the Stuff! 
If a mitten was a kitten 

No matter where you’re sittin’ 



 
 
 

* MORPH into Potato 
(snorting) Your sides might be splitten’ 

But there ain’t no quittin’ what’s been written 
 

*MORPH into Russian Spy 
GOOO Russian Spy STUFF… 

It’s all about the Comrade STUFF 
(secret shhhhh!)  

 
*MORPH into a Monster 

(gargling water) GOOOO Monster STUFF… 
It’s all about the STUFF 

 
*MORPH into EVERYTHING, singing, rhyming, embellishing with vocal assists    

SHOW Us your variety in rhythm, tone, pitch, speed, volume, emotion, musicality, 
genre, age, gender, size, accent, other….all FUN available to you 

 
(singing Opera) 

 GOOOOO EVERYTHING STUFF… 
 

There’s a Ring, Rang, Wrong 
Where the cats go Bong 

And the teapots all go ‘YIKES’ 
There’s a Wrong, Rang, Ring 
Where the weeds go ‘PING’ 

And the elephants jibber-jabber ‘BIKES’ 
 

On the Funny, Furry, Ferry 
When the bicycles are Merry 

And the pumpkins all smoke pipes. 
 

end by morphing back to your original dinosaur and giggle out singing 
 

The Thing about STUFF, the thing about STUFF …is it’s NEVER 
ENOUGH!!!!! WEEEEEEE!!!! (laughing) 


